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INSTRUCTIONS:

1) Write your narnes and index number on the answer booklet as written
on your registration form and DO NOT write your names and index
number on additional answer sheets of paper if provided.
Do not open this question paper until you are told to do so.
This paper consists of two sections: A and B.
o Section A: Attempt ALL questions.
. Section B: Attempt ONLY THREE questions.
Geometrical instruments and silent non-programmable
calculators may be used.
Use only a blue or black pen.
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SECTION A : ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS.

1) Solve the inequality lx - a[ > lx * 11.

(55 Marks)

The polynomial x* - gxz - 6x - I is denoted by f(").
(a) Find the value of the constant a for which

,f{r} : {*t + r*x * L){x'z - nn - tJ.
(b) Hence solve the equation f{r) : 0, giving your answers in

an exact form.

A right triangle ABC, is rectangle in A such that AB : 33 n?x and
AC :50 rrm.

(a) Find the measure of the angle AfB.
(b) Determine the real number a such that Ef - ?1fi.

The parametric equations of a curve are x : ?8 - sin2r5;

y :2 - cos Zr9.

(a) Show that f : cotd.

(b) Find the equation of the tangent to the curve at the point
where ,, : I.

(c) For the part of the curve where tI < r9 { 3rr, find the
coordinates of the points where the tangent is parallel to
the x-axis.

The equation of a curye is y : lnx *1, where x > $.

Find the coord.inates of the stationary point of the curve and.
determine whether it is a maximum or a minimum point.

Events A and E are such that F{x) : s,3 , F{ts} : CI.8 and
F{"4n8}:n.+
State, giving a reason in each case whether events..4 and Eare:

(a) Independent.
(b) Mutually exclusive.

An arithmetic progression has the first term of 12 and the fifth term
of 18. Find the sum of the first 25 terms.

Find the value of the coefficient of 1 in the expansion of {2" - i}t.
(a) Solve the equation ea - Zia - 5 - 0, giving your answers in the

form x *3'd where.r and y are real.

(b) Find the polar form of each root.

10) A curve is such that ff : Zxz -5.
Given that the point {3,8} lies on the curve, find the equation
of the curve.
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(a) Show that s'i:t(x - 6il') - cos{3$e - xJ : 1, can be written
in the form cosff : I*,where & is a constant.

(b) Hence solve the equation, for 0. { x d 180c.

Find the angle between planes n = x * y +z : l" and
fi=*-?y+3.s:1.

The line x * Zy: I intersects the curve ry * 3.8 : 0 at the
points A and B. Find the coordinates of A and B.
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14) Find the first derivative of f{x): {sinx)}sE*.

15) It is given thatff {}r* + rslax - r0; where a is a positive

constant. Show that rp : lln{ot - zor).

sEcrIoN B: ATTEMPT oNLy rHREE euEsrroNs. (4s Marksf

16) (a) The,diagram below shows the curve y:3rfi and the line y:g
intdrsecting at O and P

Find:
(i) The coordinates of P.
(ii) The area of the shaded region.

(b) Determine the parametric and Cartesian equations of the line I which
passes through point {-3,5,7) and parallel to the line I'of the equations
f x*Y: tr

[+r- z:0
It

17) Consider the matrix e : { Z
\r

(a) Find the inverse.,4-1.

(b) Use the inverse A-1 and

z3\
3 4l
571
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(a) A committee of 5 people is to be chosen from 6 men and 4women'
In how many waYS can this be done:
(i) If there must be 3 men and 2 women on the committee?

iiil If there must be more men than women on the committee?

iiiil lr there must be 3 men ar,.d 2 women and one particutrar
woman refuses to be on the committee with one particular
man?

(b) By expand.ing sin{3r * xJ and using double-angle formulae,

(i) Show that sin3x = 3sinx - 4sin3x

(ii)Hence show that ff "rnt 
*a* = )

In a certain chemical process, a substance is being formed, and
t minutes after the start of the process there are 'rr grams of the

substance present. In the process, the rate of increase of nr is

proportional to {50 -m}s. When f : 8, tlr : 0 and ff : S

(a) Show that rn satisfies the differential equation # : s.0s3{50 - tn}t

(b) Solvethp differential equation and show that the solution can

be expressed in the form rn : 50 - ffi
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(c) Calculate the mass of the substance when t = 0 and find the

time taken for the mass to increase from s to 4Sgrams.

(d) State what happens tp the mass of the substance as f becomes

very large.

(a) Let f(x)=
(3x+1)(x+1)2

(i) Express f{x} in partial fractions.

(ii) Hence show that lor f(r)rf* : 1 - lu 2.

(b) The equation of a curve is y : Bx* - 13

(i) Express 8x - xs in the form a - {x + bJu stating the

numerical values of a' and &'

(ii) Hence, or otherwise, find the coordinates of the stationary
point of the curve.

(iii)Find the set of values of x for which y > -?0'

4x
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